
Synthetic equity is often a powerful and effective technique to attract, retain and reward the top 2% of company 
talent especially in the context of owner succession planning.  However, most business owners and advisors only 
have a vague understanding of synthetic equity and how to design these incentive programs.  This paper:

I. Defines synthetic equity in the context of attracting, retaining, and rewarding key talent;
II. Highlights how synthetic equity can be appropriate for certain capital and tax structures;
III. Illustrates the flexibility and benefits synthetic equity plans provide in the context of owner  

succession; and 
IV. Provides a case study illustrating the power of synthetic equity.

Do you want to do a better job building a talent pool, rewarding high performance, 
optimizing cash and empowering succession? Consider employing synthetic equity 
solutions in your organization.  

I. Synthetic Equity and the High Performance Imperative

If genius is 2% inspiration and 98% perspiration, a similar 
thing can be said for executive management.  Senior execu-
tive management ranks (top 2% of company employees) 
have the primary responsibility to inspire, develop talent, 
maintain truly distinctive capabilities and allocate resources 
to the most relevant markets over time.  Done correctly, 
synthetic equity enables a company to be a high perfor-
mance organization, defined by Accenture as follows:  

“High Performance is the consistent and enduring  
surpassing of peers in revenue growth, profitability and  
total return to shareholders, across business and economic  
cycles, often across generations of leadership, measured by widely 
accepted financial metrics.” 
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So what is the best incentive structure to reward senior executives who have the “genius” to create and maintain 
a high performance organization? Most business owners are familiar with true equity plans like employee stock 
options and restricted stock which are common for publicly-held and venture capital backed companies with a 
broad shareholder base.  However, true equity plans often do not fit the owner’s objectives or the capital structure 
of a privately-held company.  In these instances, synthetic equity incentive plans can be a far superior approach to 
foster high performance.

SYNTHETIC EQUITY DEFINED:  Synthetic equity is an executive compensation program granting an executive 
with the right to a defined amount of enterprise value with no buy-in cost to the executive.  Unlike most equity 
plans, synthetic equity plans are highly versatile and can be tailored to meet the value sharing requirements of who 
gets what and when and under what circumstances.  

Here are six very basic examples of synthetic equity programs:

•	 PHANTOM STOCK – Executive has the right to share in a set percentage of company value. ( Joe has 5% 
of the company expressed as phantom stock.) 

•	 PHANTOM STOCK OVER AN OWNER’S PREFERENCE – Executive has the right to share in a set 
percentage of company value over an initial static threshold value or formula. ( Joe has 5% of the company 
upside above $10M in value.) 

•	 STOCK APPRECIATION RIGHTS (AKA SARS) – Executive has the right to share in a set percent of 
company value exceeding the company value in the year of the grant – very similar to an employee stock op-
tion.  ( Joe has 5% of the company upside above the current company valuation of $20M.) 

•	 VALUE BAND PLANS – Executive has the right to share in a graduated percentage share of company 
value.  ( Joe has a minimum right to 3% of the company and can earn an additional 1% for every $10M in 
growth in company value with a maximum 7% share.) 

•	 SALES BONUS IN EVENT OF CHANGE OF CONTROL – Executive has the right to share in a set 
percentage of company value payable only upon a change of control. ( Joe has 5% of the company expressed as 
phantom stock payable only in event of change of control.) 

•	 SIMULATED EQUITY PLAN – Executive has the right to share in a set percentage of the value of a divi-
sion or group of the company. ( Joe has 5% of the European division of the company based on a preset formu-
laic breakup value of the company.)

Many business owners feel that they are suffering from the scarcity of  
talent, scarcity of cash, and scarcity of confidence in their business succession 
plan.  An integrated executive compensation plan including synthetic  
equity can help to achieve consistent high performance.
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The list can go on.  Practically, synthetic equity is the execu-
tive compensation “clay” that can be malleable into almost 
anything a business owner wants it to be.  It can go from a 
tracking stock to pure pay-for-performance.  

FLEXIBLE PAYOUT WITHIN THE IRC 409A  
BOUNDARIES:  Of great importance to business owners, 
synthetic equity is NOT governed by the company’s 
shareholders’ agreement and related buy-sell terms – 
therefore there is a great amount of flexibility especially 
related to payout.  Synthetic equity agreements need to be 
compliant with the IRS code section 409A which defines 
the rules relating to the payout of these plans.  According to 
409A, payout is triggered for synthetic equity plans related 
to six permissible events or plan termination.  The three 
unplanable triggers are death, disability, and unforeseeable emergency.  The three strategic triggers are change of 
control, time certain, and separation of service.  Therefore, the business owner defines the timing when executives 
can monetize their value under the plan – which is different than a typical employee stock option plan where 
the executive will make their own decision as to when they choose to “exercise” their stock options.  Bottom line:  
synthetic equity plans can offer business owners greater control and flexibility relative to plan design and payout.
 

II. Capital Structure and Synthetic Equity

Based on capital structure, many businesses cannot or should not use traditional equity plans such as stock options 
or restricted stock.  Rather, synthetic equity should be the de facto approach to design value sharing arrangements 
for the senior executive team – especially for a privately-held company.  

Take for example a hypothetical rapidly growing multi-regional environmental consulting firm currently organized as 
an S Corp.  The three practice groups (East Coast practice, West Coast practice and Canadian practice) have differ-
ent competencies.  To attract, retain and reward key talent, the owners are considering adopting a tiered-LLC structure 
in which each regional practice head receives some direct ownership of newly created regional entities. While well 
intentioned, this reorganization may be very burdensome.  The “drop-down LLC” capital structure could be a taxable 
transaction; furthermore annual tax returns are likely required by LLCs.  Respecting separate organizational structures 
requires greater accounting and legal costs.  Most importantly, synergy, collaboration and strategic flexibility across the 
overall company may suffer due to multiple entities. Alternatively, the vast majority of the rewards structure could be 
achieved via a synthetic equity tracking value solution – without any of the “friction” of the true equity solution. 
 
The regional environmental firm above is not a unique exception; there are dozens of examples of companies that 
should emphasize synthetic equity over traditional equity value sharing arrangements based on capital structure.   
Several of these include the following:
•	 Maintaining single tax return for a company with multiple divisions (see example above).
•	 100% ESOP-owned S-Corps seeking to retain tax exempt status.  A 100% S Corp ESOP is fully tax  

exempt.  However if the S Corp has other equity owners, the pass-thru S Corp may need to make tax distribu-
tions to all shareholders – causing significant dollars to leave the S Corp.  Synthetic equity often plays a critical 
role in many ESOP situations such as providing synthetic equity upside in exchange for founder/seller financing.
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•	 S Corporations seeking to maintain their S status with fewer than 100 owners.  S Corps are only permitted 
to have 100 owners.  If an S Corp already has a large number of shareholders, synthetic equity may be the only 
approach to achieve a significant executive value sharing program without compromising the S election.

•	 Owners seeking to transfer a significant portion of their business to a family trust for estate planning and 
tax reduction purposes.  Owners may intentionally take certain actions to complete an estate planning strat-
egy (e.g., recapitalization, redemptions, and distributions).  However, the estate planning strategies become 
much more difficult to achieve if there are non-family members owning company stock.  Efficient owner 
transfer often favors synthetic equity over true equity solutions.

•	 Owners seeking to transfer ownership among founders or major shareholders.  Rebalancing ownership in 
a closely held business is significantly less complicated if there are no other equity owners.  In one case, we 
redeemed 90% of the stock in an S Corp to finesse an agreed-upon low-cost buyout of a departing owner.  
Owner to owner transfer strategies are much easier without true equity in the mix.

III. Meeting Business and Succession Requirements
 
With long-term executive compensation often expressed as a 10-25% 
share of overall company value, the executive compensation reward 
program may be one of the single largest investments a business 
owner ever makes.  Many companies do regularly benchmark the 
fairness of the overall compensation packages (e.g., “we give our CEO 
5% of the company upside - which is fair given competitive pay pack-
ages for our peer group”).   Benchmarking itself is not enough – good 
planning means meeting and exceeding business requirements and 
this is where synthetic equity can excel.

CUSTOMIZATION ACROSS THE PLAN LIFECYCLE:  Synthetic 
equity provides literally hundreds of design options across the plan 
life cycle to best facilitate meeting the business’s requirements.  The 
plan lifecycle includes (a) plan grants, (b) service period/vesting, (c) 
value determination, and (d) payout.  Integrated planning across the 
program lifecycle can result in superior plans given business owners’ 
objectives.  The flexibility of synthetic equity is especially powerful 
in S corporations.  Without synthetic equity, certain traditional plan 
designs could result in a second class of stock and termination of the 
company’s S election. 

Via synthetic equity, owners and their advisors can tailor the  
executive compensation program to help meet specific business  
requirements such as building the talent pool, rewarding high  
performance, optimizing cash and empowering succession.  The  
table on the next page provides specific examples where synthetic  
equity can achieve select business and succession requirements  
better than traditional equity solutions.

WEAKNESS 
of Plan Design 

STRENGTH 
of Plan Design 

Build Talent Pool 

Reward High Performance 

Empower Succession 

Optimize Cash 

Plan A – Before Customization 

Build Talent Pool 

Reward High Performance 

Empower Succession 

Optimize Cash 

Plan B – After Customization 
WEAKNESS 
of Plan Design 

STRENGTH 
of Plan Design 

Evaluating Candidate Executive 
Compensation Plans 

The table above is a hypothetical illustration of 
the potential benefits that can result from custom-
izing executive compensation plans to align with 
business objectives.
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-Executive Compensation Plans Should Be Crafted to Address Specific Business Requirements -

Objective Sample Business  
Requirement

Synthetic Equity  
Design Example

Comparison to  
Traditional Equity Plan

Build Talent Pool Reward exceptional  
performance more than  
longevity with company

Use a unit plan where exceptional per-
formers share a higher portion of the 
value share program regardless of when 
they receive grants

High performing “late bloom-
ers” in equity plans typically only 
share a decreasing portion of 
upside value

Reward High  
Performance

Use a graduated reward schedule 
– the better the team’s perfor-
mance, the greater the overall 
team reward

Value band plan - share of greater % of 
upside value – similar to a success fee

Equity plans are typically  
linear and often do not provide 
this flexibility of scale

Optimize Cash Have the lowest predictable cost 
to the company based on after-
tax cash flow

Specify payouts such as “time certain” 
and separation of service, all of which 
are 100% compensation expense for 
tax purposes

Once executives exercise stock 
options for stock, companies 
typically get no additional tax 
deduction – resulting in higher 
drag on cash flow*

Empower  
Succession

Give owners greatest succession 
options including redemptions, 
cross-sell to founders, transfer to 
family trusts and outright sale

Executive compensation program 
should have no impact on the  
company’s formal capital structure  
and ownership

Equity programs do alter  
the capital structure and can in 
some cases limit owner  
succession planning options

*Check with your tax advisor.  Furthermore, public companies can make more effective use of equity plans with less impact 
on cash flow given an expanding shareholder base.

 
IV. Case Study 

The CEO and majority owner of ACME Food Supply (a hypothetical S corporation) makes the following request 
for help:

“My executive compensation program is a mess.  Our legacy management makes too much and our new leaders are upset 
that they do not share in the increasing company value.  We have an employee stock option program – but as the company has 
grown from $70M to $300M in value, very few executives have the cash to exercise the options for stock.  As a result, many 
of the options expire worthless – making our program feel like a “tease”.  Due to new requirements, we need to disclose the 
pay packages for our top five executives (required as a government contractor) and I fear the inequality of the pay packages 
will further stir the pot.  

Furthermore, at 68 years old, I will be stepping down in three years and I do not have succession management square-
ly in place.  Our top management and my co-owners all want ACME to be a perpetual company and I need a plan 
that gives me the most options to satisfy our family estate planning and the needs of future leaders.  We implemented a 
minority ESOP over the last few years and the new plan needs to be ESOP friendly.  Can you help?”

The sentiment shared by the business owner above is all too common.  Many business owners feel that they are suffering 
from the scarcity of talent, scarcity of cash, and scarcity of confidence in their business succession plan.  An integrated 
executive compensation plan including synthetic equity can certainly help to achieve consistent high performance.
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In the ACME case above, the advisors designed an integrated business succession plan supported by a new ex-
ecutive compensation plan.  Owners, next generation leadership, and advisors clarified the business requirements 
across talent, performance metrics, cash flows, and succession.

A meritocracy performance-based pay plan was implemented to replace the employee stock options and high 
annual cash compensation for select legacy leaders.  The advisors and owners froze the employee stock option 
plan and replaced it with two plans:  a value band unit plan for the company leaders where 1/3 of the value pays 
out in 6 years – giving succession leadership a strong team unified target.  The remaining value is paid out upon 
the earlier of a separation of service or change in control.  Secondly, a cash-settled SARs plan using a 10 year 
time certain payout to incent long-term performance across the top leaders was established.  Overall, the plan 
was customized to meet the 3, 7, and 15 year time horizon reflecting the needs of the current major owners, 
succession management, next generation of leadership, and the ESOP itself.

Working across multiple disciplines, the executive compensation plan was integrated with the owner’s estate, gift-
ing and philanthropic planning.  The advisors stress-tested the plan via scenario planning, considering the likely 
and extreme outcomes around the pre and post-tax cost of the program.  The combined executive compensation 
plan, exit sale to the ESOP, and management succession plan collectively gave the various stakeholders confidence 
that the company’s high performance culture would continue once the next generation of management began to 
lead the company.

As said earlier in the paper:  

Do you want to do a better job building a talent pool, rewarding high performance, 
optimizing cash and empowering succession? Consider employing synthetic equity 
solutions in your organization.  

Mark Bronfman, founder of the BOLD Value service line within Sagemark Consulting, dedicates his practice  
to helping CEOs and owners of middle market companies design their “Succession Pathways”.

Succession PathwaysTM is a rigorous, disciplined approach to business owner strategic planning, supported by a 
broad design toolkit that is truly unique:

•	 Executive Compensation: Grant and or sales of equity, restricted stock, synthetic equity, profit appreciation 
rights, value band plans, change of control plans, sophisticated qualified and nonqualified plans, 401(k) profit 
sharing, fringe benefits and more. 

•	 Capital Structure: Choice of entity (C, S, LLC, tiered LLC), ESOP, management buyouts, redemptions, asset 
sales, private equity infusions, tax advantaged conversion, profits interests, and more. 

•	 Exit Planning: Shareholder & operating agreements, buy-sell agreements & associated life insurance, invest-
ment planning, fundamental & advanced estate planning, personal financial planning, philanthropy, multigen-
erational planning, asset protection, tax reduction strategies, and more.* 

*Exit Planning offered through unaffiliated third parties.
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Taking it Further. . . . .
This article presents Synthetic Equity as one financial solution for business owners.  The back page herein presents a broader set of solutions 
for business owners across the domains of Executive Compensation, Capital Structure and Exit Planning. Collectively, these solutions and 
strategies make up the “Value Architecture for Growth and Succession” for a particular business owner.  

Consider the following questions as part of your business owner planning:

What is Your Value Architecture for Growth and Succession?

>> Do you have meaningful entry and exit pathways to attract, retain and reward key owners and  
talent in your organization? 

>> Is your approach to Value Sharing right (and resilient) for your next stage of business growth? 

>> How much strategic friction results from your current plan (scarcities of talent, cash, confidence,  
collaboration, tax efficiency)? 

>> How well does your plan harmonize the capital of business and life for the key owners?

NOTES:

_____________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ ______________________________________________________________________________________ ____________

___________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _____

__________________________________ ______________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ ______________________________________

_ _______________________________________ ______________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ ________________________________

_______ _______________________________________ ______________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ __________________________

_____________ _______________________________________ ______________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ ____________________

___________________ _______________________________________ ______________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ ______________

_________________________ _______________________________________ ______________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ _______________________________________ ________
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MARK C. BRONFMAN, MBA, CPA**

Sagemark Consulting
8219 Leesburg Pike, 
Suite 200
Vienna, VA 22182 

BOLD Value: Strategic Financial Planning Services to Business Owners

Whichever path your business is on, the BOLD Value team at Sagemark Consulting designs and integrates an executive 
compensation, capital structure, and exit planning solution tailored to your specific needs.

Our team of recognized financial planners and professionals has helped over 100 local businesses with Succession  
Pathways planning. We are strategic in helping clients achieve long term objectives via Leadership, Capital and Business 
Succession. We are equally tactical and practical in helping clients overcome the everyday scarcities of cash, talent, &  
confidence that can jeopardize a company’s succession pathways journey. Our process is best tailored for companies from 
$25 million to $1 billion in sales. Let our process work for you.
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The BOLD Value Service Line is Dedicated to the Specific Needs of Middle Market Business Owners. Mark Bronfman and his BOLD Value 
team members are registered representatives with Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp. Securities offered through Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp., 
a broker/dealer, Member SIPC. Investment advisory services offered through Sagemark Consulting, a division of Lincoln Financial Advisors 
Corp., a registered investment advisor. Insurance offered through Lincoln affiliates and other fine companies.  The BOLD Value trademark is 
personally owned by Mark Bronfman.  BOLD Value is not affiliated with Lincoln Financial Advisors. CRN201304-2079233
* Exit Planning offered through unaffiliated third parties. **Licensed, not practicing
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MOBILE:  301-526-3483
EMAIL:  Mark.Bronfman@LFG.com
WEB:   www.BOLDValue.com  


